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By using in combination with vacuum post holders (VRS), optical axis 
height of the holders can be adjusted.
Screw hole grooving and vent hole processing are applied to prevent the 

out-gas emits when forming vacuum.
Separately sold parts, vacuum screw (VSC/VCHS) can fix the M6 installing 

holders or M4 installing holders.

▶ Please open the package in the clean environment. Please do 
not touch it by your bare hands.

▶ We deliver the item with specialized vacuum packaging to 
keep its high clean state from the factory to the destination.
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Outline Drawing

Low out-gassing rod for mounting vacuum compatible holder.Low out-gassing rod for mounting vacuum compatible holder.

Specifications
Primary material：Steel （SUS316L）
Finish：None

Part Number
Height A
[mm]

B
[mm]

Weight
[kg]

VRO‐12‐30 30 17 0.026

VRO‐12‐40 40 20 0.033

VRO‐12‐60 60 30 0.049

VRO‐12‐80 80 40 0.066

VRO‐12‐100 100 50 0.096
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VRS

Post holders for adjusting optical axis height of the holders 
with vacuum posts.
Post holders for adjusting optical axis height of the holders 
with vacuum posts.

Outline Drawing
VRS

Specifications
Primary material：Steel（SUS316L）
Finish：None

Part Number
Height A
[mm]

Weight
[kg]

VRS‐12‐30 30 0.10

VRS‐12‐40 40 0.12

VRS‐12‐60 60 0.16

VRS‐12‐80 80 0.21

VRS‐12‐100 100 0.25

Screw hole grooving and vent hole processing are applied to prevent the 
out-gas emits when forming vacuum.
You can move the posts by loosening the height fixing clamp of the post 

holders.
You can rotate the holders centering on the post without changing the 

optical axis height of holders because intermediate ring for prevention of 
falling of post is attached.

▶ Please open the package in the clean environment. Please do 
not touch it by your bare hands.

▶ We deliver the item with specialized vacuum packaging to 
keep its high clean state from the factory to the destination.
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